Samsung VRF and Chillers
Now Part of the F.W. Webb Commercial HVAC Offering

F.W. Webb is now offering Samsung VRF and Chiller products throughout its nine state footprint. In addition, Webb is a Samsung Specification Representative in Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Eastern Massachusetts.

With design flexibility, premium comfort, and superior performance, Samsung DVM S VRF systems offer just the right solution for any commercial application. The product line is distinguished by many innovative features, including:

► The Ultimate Zoning Solution – Samsung DVM S systems allow for precise temperature control in multiple zones, providing comfort to a wide range of occupants. Heat Recovery systems add the capability to heat and cool separate zones simultaneously.

► Max Heat Condensers – Connect up to three units for system capacities up to 24 tons. With the ability to produce 100% heating capacity at -13°F (-25°C), this system is a smart solution for commercial buildings in areas that experience low outdoor ambient temperature.

► Compact Size – Small outdoor unit footprints allow for installation in applications where space is limited, such as on crowded rooftops, or in tight mechanical closets.

► Extended Piping Length – DVM S systems offer installation flexibility with extended piping length up to 722 feet, vertical separation up to 361 feet between the outdoor unit and furthest indoor unit, and 164 feet between the highest and lowest indoor units.

► Advanced Commissioning and Service – DVM S systems are equipped with a removable EEPROM chip on the main circuit board to store startup information, system settings, serial number, and other field programmed data. This allows for easy of startup, commissioning, product registration, and future service work when using Samsung service software (S-Net Pro2).

Contact your local F.W. Webb for more details on the Samsung commercial product offering.

Visit us at fwwebb.com for more news, events and information.
Field Controls TRIO Plus™ UVC & HEPA Portable Air Purifier

The TRIO Plus air purifier combines three state of the art air treatment processes into one powerful portable system that can be used as a complete purification system for homes and schools or additional protection in any workplace.

1. True HEPA and Carbon Filtration
   - Pre-filter captures hair and dander
   - True HEPA traps particles such as mold, bacteria, dust, dander, pollen and viruses as small as 0.1 micron
   - Activated carbon absorbs toxic gases from smoke, household products and cleaners

2. PRO-Cell VOC Reduction Technology
   - Photo-reactive oxidation process breaks down toxic VOCs (volatile organic compounds) into safe CO2 and H2O vapors

3. UVC Germicidal Technology
   - Neutralizes bacteria, viruses, mold and fungi

Ecoer Smart Inverter Ducted Split Systems

*The most innovative residential ducted heat pump and AC system available.*

Ecoer smart inverter ducted split systems offer two condensing units ranging from 2-5 ton in capacity and four air handler units ranging from 2-5 ton in capacity.

**Two Series Available:**

ESI – Regular ambient series

ESI Ultra – Low ambient series can generate 100% heating performance at 5°F and 80% at -5°F

- Provides ultimate comfort and quiet
- High-efficiency up to 20 SEER/10 HSPF
- Full DC inverter with Smart 4G IoT connectivity technology
- 10-year limited parts warranty
- Easier and quicker to install and maintain than a fixed speed system

Get these products and much more at over 90 F.W. Webb locations across the Northeast. See fwwebb.com/locations.